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Please respond to Subject: Assessment you should see
gus.speth

Dear Friends,

I wanted you to see the attached assessment by a friend of mine of
where things stand regardinglWSSD,Jji hopes that special efforts
might be made in the remainmgweeks. I doubt that the message is
news to you, and I know you will do everything you can.

Warm personal regards,

Gus Speth

Reflections on OECD.doc
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I am just back from Paris and the OECD "backchannel" meeting to rescue the
WSSD organized by Simon Upton, former New Zealand Environment Minister and
Chair of the OECD Roundtable on Sustainable Development. It was a
fascinating meeting with a very high level group of deeply committed
participants, but in the end a sad affair.

The level of frustration and even anger was very high. The targets
were: (1) the United States (or more specifically, the Bush
Administration) for its "aggressive unilateralism," anti-free trade and
anti-poor countries Farm Bill and protectionist steel tariffs, refusal to
go along not only with the Kyoto Protocol but with so many other
international initiatives, and total abdication of the leadership role
expected of the world's only superpower; (2) Nitan Desai for his
incompetent management of the WSSD process — especially his failure to
provide a vision for the Johannesburg convocation; (3) Emil Salim for his
very poor showing as chair of the final Bali PrepCom; (4) the CSD for
wasting so much of people's time over the past decade, doing so little, and
failing so abjectly after 10 years to make "sustainable development"
operational; (5) the developed countries which have failed to meet the ODA
target of 0.7% leaving the developing world with a sense that a critical
dimension of the Rio "bargain" was broken; and (6) the developing countrie;
that have hijacked the concept of sustainable development in general and
the WSSD in particular with a narrow focus on economic development and i
near total lack of attention to global-scale environmental issues or
institutional needs. Lots of blame to go around.

The contrasts with the run-up to the Rio Earth Summit 10 years ago were
striking. Among the crowd in Paris there was little sense of excitement.
.. and a great sense of impending doom. The enormous sense of expectation
that existed in the weeks before the Rio event is no where to be found.

As the thinking turned to how to rescue the Jo'burg conference, it was .
broadly agreed that the WSSD needed some "action" items to be judged a
success. But there was little agreement on what could be done. Some [
argued for a very modest agenda emphasizing what was feasible given the
time and circumstances. Others suggested something big was necessary to
get momentum going and to attract Presidents and Prime Ministers to Jo'burg
(only 70 leaders have committed to date; 50+ are still considering
participation).

Everyone recognized that it was too late to agree on treaties or other
major statements of the sort that were the centerpiece at Rio 10 years
ago. Some hope was expressed that the Jo'burg event could still be useful
as an agenda setting forum.



A number of interesting ideas for action items that could be launched at
the WSSD were advanced ~ including initiatives on renewable energy, water
in the developing world, implementation of the
sustainable-development-related dimensions of the Secretary General's
Millennium Development Goals, environmental data and indicators, and a
Commission on Global Environmental Governance. A consensus seemed to
emerge that there needed to be a Grand Bargain or "dual track" with
elements of action on both the development/poverty alleviation/economic
growth AND environmental fronts.

But it is not obvious what ~ beyond the Doha WTO process and the Monterrey
ODA commitments ~ can be done on the development side of the
equation. Indeed, it was clear that key countries and institutions want to
make sure that neither the Doha nor Monterrey agreements are on the table
in Johannesburg for further discussion.

Interestingly, it was widely agreed that the WHO Report on Macroeconomics
and Health (an effort led by Columbia University's Jeff Sachs) was a
brilliant piece of work, making the case for vast investments in public
health in an analytically rigorous fashion. Many participants cited the
need for similar data and analysis to support claims for environmental
initiatives. There is a real opportunity here. Policy analysts of the
world unite!

In a brief intervention, I mentioned Maurice Strong's famous comment a few
weeks before the 1992 Earth Summit: "When Presidents and Prime Ministers
convene in vast numbers, there are only two possible outcomes: success .
.. and REAL success." I suggested that it looked to me like the WSSD was
headed for "success." A number of ministers and others came up to me
afterwards to say that success would be declared in Johannesburg but little
that would be remembered six months later. This is very sad. It is truly
a wasted opportunity. We don't get many like this is a lifetime. I am
very disappointed.




